Grassroots Democracy
Cr Ron Cooper - Pechakucha
"Excellent! So that's passed then. All we need do now is draft the consultation document"
3.
Students are apathetic about campus politics.

http://thenews.org/2014/03/13/students-are-apathetic-about-campus-politics/
...And this is what it will boil down to.
12.
13.

[Diagram showing a Venn diagram with 'Reveal' and 'Listen' sets, intersecting at 'Understanding'.]

[Source: https://naziaftikhar.wordpress.com/2011/05/05/quiet-understanding-is-quiet-enough-for-good-relationship/]
18.
We need to MAKE the NEW POWER way in an OLD POWER world.

OLD POWER and NEW POWER

Currency Held by FEW
Current Made by MANY
Transaction Relationship
CLOSED OPEN
Commanded Shared 'hierarchical'

New power makes connections, networks, and relationships grow.